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DISCOVMS::ETHOD OF DECIPHERING
W,LUABLE RECORDS CHI= BY FIRE

(By Science Service)

Washington, March 00.- A method of deciphering completely black charrecl paper

from which important ink records have been apparently completely defaced by fire

has been discovered by Br.yrnond Davis, chief of the photographic laboratory of 
the

Bureau of Standards of the Department of Commerce.
a

Records that were contained in/Practically air-tight safe were charred beyond

recognition in a fire at Augusta, Ga. The Bureau of Standards vas appealed to by

the postmaster at Augusta to restore the carbonized records to readibility.

Chemical means of restoring the ink wore resorted to without success. Then

Photographic methods were tried.

The charred record sheet was laid between two photographic plates with the

emulsion sides of the plates ne::t to the carbonized paper. For tvo weeks they were

allowed to remain in contact. Then the photographic plates were developed in the

ordinary way.

A perfectly decipherable image of the valuable records on the sheet was the

result. Contact of the charred paper had affected the photographic plate, but

whero the ink had been the photographic chemicals of the plate wore unchanged. The

writing that had been on the paper could thus be read. The only difficulty in the

deciphering was that the writing on both sides of the paper showed on both plates,

but that on the closer side of the paper was the stronger on each plate.

)hen photographic plates were first packed for sale, the manufacturers were

in the habit of placing printed instructions inside the boxes naxt to the plates.

They soon had to abandon this practice as they founcl that after the package had

stood for a time the paper formed an image on the plates and spoiled them. It is
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believed that this phenomenon is similar to the one that Er. Davis has utilized.

One e:cplanation of the effect of the charred parer on the photographic plate

iS that the gaseous emanations of the prodixts of the destructive distillation of

the wood in the paper cause the effect.

SCIENCE OF GRaCING THINGS 

Agriculture News of the 7/eek. 

HERODITY TO
PRODUCE HARDY FRUITS

(By Since Service)

Fargo, N.D., /larch 00.- Harnessing rules of heredity and selection for the

Purpose of producing hardy fruit adapted to the rigorous climate of North Dakota is

a Plan that is being carried out in important horticultural ez:rerimnts by A. P.

Yeager, horticulturist at the state Ilgricultural Experirent Station here.

Realizing the possibilities of cross breeding and selecting fruits adapted to

the state's climatic and soil conditions, just as corn, cabbages, fruits, and 
other

Plants have been improved and adapted to special grorinG conditions, testing plots

have been established at the station in which breeeing investigaiolis with elerrjes,

Pluns, strawberries, gooseberries, apples, grapes, and rcslice-ries are in progroSs.

'lardy varieties and individual plants that can be found in the stat3 and in neigh-‘

boring states are being tested, and new varieties are being developed through cross

breeding methods. Hardy varieties, wild species, hybrids and unualal sports are

used in the work.

OF PLANTS APPROACHES
THAT OF 212HANT

has

the

0 0 0 0 0 0

(By Science Service?)

Washington, !larch 00.- A practical c-a7 of deJ:errinc; how plants breathe

recently been devised by Dr. H. I. Shant.,z, a pronur_ent botanist eon.,..cced with

United States Department of :.gricultare. AccolTlirc to the rest 1.t obtained, the

rospiratory facilities of some of vhc hazd-d-_-inicinc3 plants, s4h as alfalfa, approach

those of the cow or elephant. During the course of one du when Johe wind was blow-

ing at the rate of seven tc ton miles rtn hour, an (=posed pot of a7.fa1fa plmts

transpired a total of over eight Tarts of water.

Dr. Shantz's novel weighinr; alvratus records the mte of transpiration which

occurs arcng different varieties of c.uperimontal plants exposed in galvaLizod pots
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to I;ind and vroather. It consists of an ordinary scale platfoim upon which the pots

c'ze placed. As the plant decreases in weiEht due to transpiration, the bean
 of the

scale falls until it cor_lpletes an electrical contact which incites the gradual 
 drop?-

ing of carefully graduated steel balls that compensate for the loss by 
transpiration.

An efficient recorder for registering the time that each ball is 
droNed is provid-

ed in the fen: of a tvelve inch drum which makes one revolution in six h
ours and is

continuously offset by a screw, so that four aix-hour periods ray be 
recorded side

by side on the sane sheet.

These intirate tests of plant life secrets show that plant tran
spiration in-

creases as mid-day approaches and reaches a rdr1ur.-1 at about throe o'clock in the

afternoon during warr.-1, sumer weather. Thereaft,Dr, it falls rapidly and the tr:ms-

Piration at nit;ht is relatively insignificant as compared Viith that
 of the day. The

presence of excessive amounts of moisture in the air rarhealy decreases plant
 trans-

piration.

PRM
BY RADIO TO SHE'S AT SEA..

BROADCASTS

Radio Neus of the Wee::

(By Science Service)

•

Washington, March  00. - Ships at sea can obtain free medical advice b.:

raedo as a result of arrancements made between the United States Publ
ic Health

Service aril the Radio Corporation of America. In case of need coastal stations

Of the corporation will receive rocrussts for medical advice from 
ships,p.na. hospi-

tals of the service will answer them by radio throuct 
the statiors.

For ships that do net carry a pkrsiciam, this give then some of the bene-

fits of medical advice. In case of necessity rich. can be done by the master 
or a

sailor working under the wirelessed directions of a 
physician miles 0:way.

The staff of the United States Marine Hospital No. 70
2 in is lily

to be called upon at any time to act as radio phy,rsicians by 
the follol.lirr; Radio

Corporation stations: Chath,2z, /Taos, (VICO) pair:cc:onset; 
('.7;:;C) ,and Bush Ten-inal,

liCb/ York City,0711Y; • The radio station at 0ape 1.71,,y, N.J. (VIC.Z) call upon United

States Verterans' Hospital No. 4, Philadelphia, Pa.,
 for nedical advice and Lei:lie-1

171ossages received at San Francisco, (ICH), station will ')e relayed to United

States Marine Hospital No. 24, an Francisco, Calif.

The idea of furnishinc .roe iodica1 advice to those at 
sea L'.s inauuratod by

the Seamen's Church Institute, New York, call letters =0,
 7:hich has discontinued

Oils service.
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WORLD RZCOGN1ZES VALUE OF RESEARCH
atlys RIZ OF CAPT2GIE IrsTITur=

(By Scicncc Service)

Washington, Ilarch 00.- "The function of research as an activity indispensible

to civilization and as a necessary prerequisite of progress seers to have come into

fuller recognition than at any previous time in history", declares Dr. John C,

lierriam, president of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, in summarizing in its

Year book just isuued the results of the resoarch conducted by the many departments

Of that institution during the past twentieth year of its existence. Industrial

and governmental agencies, he said, as well as academic interests, have given tc

fUndamental investigation a high place in the list of elements essential for advance.

The work of the Carnegie Institution touches in one way or another upon nearly

all the ?principal fields of research. Work of its departments, or done under its

grants, is pursued in practically every part of the United States.

Dr. A. Eicholson's researches which determined the immense diameter of the

star, Betelgeuse, and other large stars, are described by Dr. :Ierriam as "an epoch-

naking discovery in astronomy", and ho announces that:

ilHore recently, by refinement of the original method, Dr. Ilichelson has opened

the way for corresponding observations on a group of stars etich semed to be entire-

1Y out of range in the first use of the interferometer on the 100-inch telescope of

the ::bunt Mlson Observatory of the institution. The results already accomplished

c'jeve confirmation of much important \eork done by other astronomers and furnish a

/lau starting point for a great variety of investigations concerning the nature of

the universe."

"Important as knowledge of heredity is in its application to development of the

animals and plants which contribute to meet our needs, there is no group of questions

tiore significant in the complicated organization of human society than those con-

cerning the meaning and possibility of direction or control of inheritance in man,"

-)rt ,:erriam says in announcing that the genetical work of the institution will be

tado to boar more directly on problems of the human race.

How the leaf transforms the waves of energy coming from the sun into usable

food and fuel is being studied at a modest chemical laboratory recently erected by

the institution at Carmel, California.

Of the expeditions that the Institution has sent to Central America to study

the ancient civilizations of the nnya, Dr. nerriam says: "The story of this people
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contributes =Lich tly,t may beccme critical or determinative in our interpretations

of early American history, and we know that the great bun of this record still

rerains to be read."

In addition to investigations in its aun laboratories, the Carnegie Institu-

tion has cooperated with investigators of other institutions. Lnong others, it

has cooperated with Dr. T. H. norgan, of Columbia University, in the forwarding

of his epoch-raking studies in e:Terimental evolution.

11AGN1TIC TEST FOR QUALITY
OF AUTONCBILE CHAINS

(By Science Service)

Bridgeport, Conn., Earch 00.- A sirmle magnetic test for the small steel

chains used for cross-links in automobile chains has been developed by A. V. deFores'o,

research engineer of the American Chain Co. here.

The chains are case-hardened and if they are unnecessarily soft or dangerous-

ly hard they will give poor service. The heat treatimnt of the steel affects the

Magnetic quality of the chain as well as its wearing quality.

"The softer the road, and the lighter the car, and the slower it is driven,

tho closer will the best chain come to being one that is deeply case-hardened", says

1 deForest. "However, this hard chain is the more dangerous, for a chain overhard

for the use to which it is put rn7: break in a favi miles, while the too soft chain

ill wear out cnly after a fair length of travel."

LARGEST SPINY LOBSTER
ON IILCORD lIT MUSLIM

(By Science Service)

Washington, liarch 00.- The largest spiny lobster, or monster crawfish as it

S known in Florida, of which there is any definite record, has been received by

ho United States National Ilusaum from the Sarasota County Chamber of Commerce,

lerida. This specimern measures about three feet from the and of the tail to the

11) of the feelers, and weighs..twelve pounds.

The spiny lobster is a relative of the familiar Nclw England lobster but has

111-Inerous strong spines in place of the large claws or pincers of that species.

t is brilliantly colored and is eztensively fished for food, being considered a

ereat delicacy.
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FO7URE OF
PUBLiC dELLTH IN UNITED STATES

March 6, 1922

(By Science Service)

Washington, Earch 00.- The future of pub]ic health in the United 
States and

the education of those who will engage in the puaie health work of 
the future

be the slf.)jet,t of a two-day confe.cen.ze to be hold here beginning 
flarch 14 c,vt

the call of Surgeon Gene:rai H. S. Canming of the United States Public 
Health Service.

The deans of the schools of publio health and "Class A" medi
cal schools,, the

presii;ents of the universities with which these schools are 
connected, a feu pro-

fessors ozipubiio health subjects and a limited number of public 
health officers

17111 participate in the program.

The tDo days of discussion vill include a survey of present stat
us of facilitio

for the education of sanitarians, the nau aspects that rust be 
considered in train-

ing the saritarians of the future, and the economic aril sociological 
aspects of

Public health.

Dr. Hubert Work, president of the American nedical Association, wh
o has just

been nade postmaster general, the second scientifically trained 
man in President

Harding's cabinet, will preside at a sesoien of the conference which 
will be devoted

to a consideration of hog guardians of the public health can be 
recruiiled and what

kind of sanitarisms are needed.

DIG UP 1.1ALTIOTH
ON GULF SHORE

(By Science Service)

Austin, Texas, Carch 00.- Remains of a marx_mth dug up on the shores of

.1a/resten Bay, near San Loon, will be mountoC. at Te:ms Agricultu.ral and 
riechanical

College.

The skull, tusks and parts of the skeeten were fecn,1 within a space of a

law hundred yards. The most recent find was made by f5shermnn, who unearthed the

tusks which were in almost perfef:t condition, measuring twelve feet in
 length and

ten and a half inches in diameter at the base.

Dr. O. P. Hay of the National lirsoum, viewed the discovery and says that it

is one of the most nearly perot specinens cf the Elephantus Colurbi over foun
d

in North America.
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SCIUTTIS1'S FORM C0i1PO1iATION FOil
I.DVAI;C:111.14T OF PSYCFOLOGY

(By Jcienee Service)

Neu York, March 00.- The formation of the Psychological Corporation, the first

ausiness corperation whose objeots aro the advancement of nsychology and whose pro-

fits must be used for scientific resee.rch, hes been announced by Dr. J. nclCeen

Cattell, edior of "Science" and president of the new organization,whose board of

directors is rade up of the leading psychologists of the country.

"All scientific men are concerned with the advancement of the science in which

they vork, but only psychologists are professionally occupied with human conduct

and its control," says Dr. 07.tioll in explaining the object of the new organization.

"It is consequently becoming that they should make a new departure in the organiza-

tion of their own work.

"It has not hitherto been possible for scientific non to follow scientific

rosearch as an independent profession. There is no my of paying for the work that

is of the greatest value to sccioty. Some three-fourths of those engaged in scien-

tific research in this country are professors who earn their living by teaching;

-bout a tenth are in the govornment service; others are in museums, botanical gar-

and the like. It is only in recent years that a few scientific men have been

oMployed to do scientific work in endowed research institutions and in industrial

laboratories.

"There scarcely exists at present eny method by which a scientific man engaged

in research can be paid in accordance with its value or by which the economic pro-

ceeds of research can be used for further vor::. single advance in the applicatians

of science, such as the Bessemer steel process, the electric motor or the internal

combustion engine, adds billions of dollars to the world's wealth, but the profits

eo to the millionaire who keeps a private yacht and to the laboring man who rides

five miles for five cents. If even one-tenth of the economic value of scientific

l'osoarch could be reservcd to pay the scientific men who do the work in order that

tliey might adequately carry forward other researches, 17now1edge and its applications

to human welfare would increase as never before.

"Like the biological and physical sciences, psychology has supplied to society

services worth many-fcld their cost. Beet universities are indigen13 and government

is shrrtsighted. An individual psychologist has no way to collect payment for his

vlork. The services of psychology to the army in quickly sorting recruits into classe

accordance with their intelligence were worth many million dollars to the nation,
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'rot the psycholoists who creLLted the tests were net paid, and only charity is nau

available to pay for the research necessary to irprove the tests and to adapt them

to business are, industry."

• The Psychological Corporation has been granted a Charter by the State of Now

York. Its contr:.1 office is in the Grand Central Terminal, Now York City, and

branches have boon establishecl or are in course of establishment in Boston, Wash-

ington, Pittsburgh, Chicago, San Francisco and other cities. The scientific work

of the corporation will, however, be done in existing laboratories and institutions.

The president is J. IlcKeen Cattell; the vice-presidents are Walter Dill 3cott and

Lewis M. Terran; the chairmrn of the board is Eduard L. Thorndike, and the directors

include James R. Angell, Richard E. Dodge, G. Stanley Hall, C. E. Seashore, E. B.

Titchoner, R. S. Woodworth, R. M. Yerkes and thc other psychologists who have con-

tributed rest to the advancement of their science.

G2CLOCISTS MAP ROCKS
PRCE THE AIL (By Science Service)

Ottawa, March 00.- The geologist of the future ray use the airplane in search-

inc; for minerals in unprospoctee. country. At the meting of the Canadian Institute

Of :lining and iictallurg7 here, L. L. Bruce declared that he is enthusiastic over

the possibilities of airplane maping and that on a trial flight he had boon able

to recognize easily the most stril:ing geological fornations.

"From the air it is possible to tell various areas b: their color and by the

General surface features that are characteristic of sections of country underlain

by Cifforent types of rock," he said. "Granite can bc distinguished from those

rocks which are more favorable to the occurrence of economic minerals. Use of

planes will relieve the geologist of a vast =runt of work and would save a

large part of his time. Axotls of granite which arc not important economically, and

those areas of deep glacial cover where no rocks are erposed, could be eliminated.

It -rould thus free him for the anploration of the areas of promising rocks, and so

ert,:nd the field covered by each season's operations. It would, moreover, give

him an idea of the most advantageous points for inland traverses and would show

him the position of inland lakes uhich might be of use to him in fixing the boun-

daries of forrations."
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NEV7S CF. THE SE.RS

Do Atom Contain the Sean!'s Secret? 

By Isabel M. Lewis,
of U. S. Naval Observatory,

(Science Service)

March 6, 1922

The source of the seemingly limitless supply of energy that the gun has been

lavilhly radiating forth into space for at least hundreds of millions of years has

long remained an unexplained mystery.

Since the discovery of radioactive substances it has been felt that the real

Clue to the solution of the problcm will be found through researches into the nature

Of the atom itself and in the uay in which the energy of the atom can be released.

hocent discoveries have a significant bearing upon this problem of the source of

polar energy.

Prof. Sir Ernest Rutherford's success in obtaining hydrogen from certain other

light elements by bombarding their more complex nuclei with the alpha particle of

nay solve the sun's secret.
radium, the most concentrated form of energy known, /This attack which drives out

the hydrogen atom has substantiated the belief that the nuclei of all elements are

built up from the hydrogen nucleus, or proton, as it is called.

Researches into the nature of the structure of the atom sho7: that it is a

rziniature solar system, consisting essentially of a central nucleus. It carries a

Positive charge and contains practically all the mass of the atom, and a system of

/10E:ative electrons arranged symmetrically around the nucleus in a series of concen-

tric shells, the electrons being held in equilibrium by the forces of the nucleus.

The electrons of the outer shell can be easily removed by the action of light and

electric discharges. But the strongly bound central nucleus is not easily broken

up, ancl. when this is accoulelished the nature of the atom is permanently changed.

It is possible to take 4.033 grams of hydrogen, get 3.999 grams of helium and

release in the process 34 milligrams of energy, sufficient to heat 7400 tons of

viator from the freezing point to the boiling point. How is that conclusion arrived

at? The nucleus of helium, which has next to hydrogen the simplest structure of all

the atons, is generally supposed to consist of four protons, or hydrogen nuclei,

'.11d two electrons. The mass of this combination is 4.017, while the mass of the

helium nucleus is 3.999. In other words, in forming helium from hydrogen there is

a liberation of 34 milligrams of mass or, since relativity tells us that mass and

energy are the same, a.liberation of 34 milligrams of energy.

Dr. H. N. Russell, who is now engaged in research work at Vinson Obsorvato:
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found in considering this w.estion of the so.toree of soLi.r arergy that a,tre.ns-

formtion of this nature trkilz place tiarowhout the entire mase of the gun would

stipply enough energy to keep the sun shinirs at it3 present rate for one hundred

billion years. He also concludes that if hydo'cgen atoms are being ta7:en apart in

same way 'within the highly heated interiors of the stars and built Up into nuclei

Of more compleo: Pei:ems enough energy will be liberated as a by-product of this pro-

Coss to keep up the radiant energy of the stars for many billions of years.

XILD 72IDEHIC OF
JAUNDICE IN Nal YORK SII,LTE

(By Science Service)

Albany, N.Y., ;larch 00.- Parts of New York State Curing the past fall and early

17/olter have suffered from an epidemic of jaundice in a mild form, Dr. Edward S. God-

frey, Jr. of the state Department of Health has announced.

Although the recent outbreaks are described as acute and infectious, thus far

to fatal result has been reported arong the several hundred eases. In fact, during

the eighteen outbreaks recorded in the United States since 1650 enly five deaths Ivor..

actually counted and but faw more indicated among some 3000 cases of the disease.

In Japan, however, infecticyas jaundice is a serious matter and from thirty to

fifty per cent of the cases terminate fatally. .

Certain diseases seLm to became modified in the United States and to prevail fe

the most part in a characteristically mild form. This is true of typhus fever and

smallpox, and is apparently the case with this rare infectious type of jaundice.

rm.a ,',eu gives physicians concern is that they never know ,ahen and where those maladies

ra:: suddenly revert to original and severe typos.

During the recent war,epiderlic jaundice was observed among French, British,

Italian, German and Russian troops from Belgium to Gallipoli. An outbreak was re-

corded in our gan war of 1012, and the disease vas cuite well known during the Civil

In civil life in Japan it occurs frequently among mine workers, especially in

the moist rather than the dry mine shafts. With the adoption of trench warfare in

:jurope, where similar darp soil conditions were the soldier's daily lot, the disease

soon appeared and investigators readily identified in trench rats the same causative

organisms that had been discovered in Japan. New York state laboratory workers are

bow rIaliing progress in an attempt to identify it in rats recently captured in the

infected districts. In no American outbreak has the organism boon found in a hunan

being, but it is a strildng fact that an unusual prevalence of rats is frequently

reported in connection with cases now being studied in many New Yerk communities.
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FILLII.t:.1 OR A DAILY FLAIURE

DO YOU XFOW TliAT -

A feu rows of early sweet corn planted in your tomato field will greatly

reduce the damage dole by tomato caberp511ars.

Engineers believe that pulverized coal will hell') to solve the labor problem.

In one plant, installation of pulverized coal eliminated thirty-five men from the

boiler room.

ION

Cake will be softer and lighter and have a bettor te:Aure if the batter is

allowed to stand athile before baking.

The Alaska peninsula and the Aleutian Islands, which sweep from it almost to

Asia, is one of the most eT:tensive and most active volcanic regions on the face 
of

th3 earth.

DO you KNOW THAT -

According to a survoy made by the American Engineering Council there are more

than 500,000 shift viorkers employed in American industries.

Some investigators believe that the anopheles mosquitoes which carry malaria

ret;urn where taoy have been fed but others declare that they have no such "housing

instinct".

"Chipmunk" was not used as a name for the ground squirrel of America until

after 1842.

, The British Launderers' Research Association has offered amploymcnt at the rate
Of c/3,000 a week for a scientist who can reduce the high cost of laundry work.

DO YOU MOW THAT -

Yellow instead of white is the "clear" si3nal on railroads in this country.

A white light means broken glass and indicates "stop".

The metallurgical process that separates minerals by flotation was discovered

by Ilrs. Vfilliajn Ynicht Everson about 1880, who studied mineralogy in an endeavor to

aid in a mining venture of her husband.

The lacncli'Ice variety of strawberries is grown e=lusively in Louisiana and they

have a wider distribution than strawberries from any other section of the couatry.

Eahogany veneer is being used in England for the surface of airplane wings as
this material successfully withstands all kinds of weather.
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DO YOTT KNOW THAT -

An application of sodium nitrate to grain at seeding time is a profitable
practice on poor soils.

The United States poss(3sscs the largest knaan deposits of molybdenum ores but
Is relatively poor in high grade deposits of nicicol, chromium and vanadium, all of
lziporance in alloyinr: steel.

One of the largest tunDels ever constructed is that for the canal from
narseilles to the Ithone in Vremce. It will be about 8000 yards long.

Wisconsin L.akos two thirds of the choose of the United States.

DO YOU IC3017 TH:iT

Iron which has been in contact with saline, acidulous and alkaline waters or
soil for some length of time sometimes becomes so soft that it can be whittled with
a jac]:!-knife.

The biggest electtio sign in the world, shaped like a star arid measuring over
a quarter of a mile from point to point, is now operating at the Croydon air sta-
tion, London, to assist pilots in landing during the winter months.

About two and a half quarts of cannod tomatoes is the yearly per capita con-
sumption in the United States, according to figures of the United States Department
Of Agriculture.

" Colorado in7estigator put weed traps of wire netting into three irrigation
Catches and captured seeds of 81 different kinds of weeds which were being trans-
ported by the water.

DO YOU KNOW THAT -

In the early days of the Wright airplane in 1903 the speed of their Machine
1/as about thirty miles an hour. Just recently the airplane has touched the mark
Of 212 miles per hour.

Periodical ear examinations of persons worhing in noisy industries are recolrr-
Mended to icinimize accidents due to the effect of noise.

A now t=tile, called formic, made from a plant naive of New Zealand, is beinr,
rzanufactured on an island in Argontina for sacking, binding cord, sewing thread, am'.
Coneral roping. 'lore than 500,00J plants have been obtained from a few seeds brougY
to ;Lrgentina as a scientific curiosity.

A new nitrate process, said to reduce the cost of production one-half, is
being tried out in Chile.


